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Abstract: Nowadays, resources for production (raw materials, human, energy, etc.) are limited, while
population, consumption and environmental damage are continuously increasing. Consequently,
the current practices of resource usage are not sustainable. Therefore, manufacturing companies have
to change to environmentally friendly and innovative technologies and tools, e.g., industrial robots.
Robots are necessary in the production sector and also in terms of sustainability: (1) the application of
robots is needed to compensate for the lack of human resources; (2) robots can increase productivity
significantly; and (3) there are several hazardous (e.g., chemical, physical) industrial tasks for which
robots are more adequate than human workforce. This article introduces a newly elaborated Hybrid
Algorithm for optimization of a robot arm’s trajectory by the selection of that trajectory that has
the smallest cycle time. This Hybrid Algorithm is based on the Tabu Search Algorithm and also uses
two added methods—Point Insertion and Grid Refinement—simultaneously to find more precisely
the optimal motion path of the robot arm in order to further reduce the cycle time and utilize
the joints’ torque more efficiently. This Hybrid Algorithm is even more effective than applying
the Tabu Search method alone and results in even higher efficiency improvement. The Hybrid
Algorithm is executed using MATLAB software by creating a dynamic model of a 5 degree-offreedom robot arm. The main contribution of the research is the elaboration of the new Hybrid
Algorithm, which results in the minimization of robot arms’ motion cycle times, causing a significant
increase in productivity and thus a reduction in specific production cost; furthermore, obstacles in
the workspace can be avoided. The efficiency of the Hybrid Algorithm is validated by a case study
showing that application of the new algorithm resulted in 32% shorter motion cycle time.
Keywords: industrial robot arm; trajectory optimization; new Hybrid Algorithm; Tabu Search
Algorithm; cycle time minimization; increase productivity; sustainability
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1. Introduction
Factors such as global market competition, fast changing and more unique customer
demands, and increasing environmental damage have caused new challenges and requirements in the manufacturing sector. Due to these global tendencies, the push production
philosophy has been replaced by the more efficient and unique pull philosophy. Nowadays,
the elements of the Industry 4.0 concept are being implemented by production companies
in order to provide both profitable and sustainable operation [1,2].
Recently, the resources (raw materials, human, equipment, energy, etc.) are limited
in the production sector. On the contrary, population, consumption and environmental
damage are continuously increasing. Therefore, the practice of resource usage is not
sustainable. Consequently, manufacturing companies need to apply environmentally
friendly, energy-efficient and innovative equipment and technologies, e.g., elements of

4.0/).
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the Industry 4.0 concept—such as industrial robots—in order to increase productivity and
profitability, and at the same time provide sustainability in production [3,4].
Most of the relevant publications discuss sustainability based on three main aspects:
environmental, social and economic. Environmental sustainability means the compliance
with environmental regulations, a higher volume of usage of renewable resources and raw
materials, more efficient utilization of resources, application of environmentally friendly
technologies and equipment, reuse and recycling of wastes, etc. [5,6].
The social aspect means the operation of companies is according to compliance with
labor laws, human rights and safety-at-work rules, along with the establishment of workplaces that provide healthy and safe conditions for the workers [7,8].
The economic aspect means the fulfilment of the target economic performance of
enterprises, in compliance with the requirements of environmental and social sustainability
simultaneously [9–11].
The significance of the research topic is that the application of industrial robots is
necessary in the production sector also in terms of sustainability. There are three main
ways that industrial robots contribute to sustainability which are the following:
(1)

(2)

(3)

The application of industrial robots is needed in production companies in order to
compensate for the lack of human resources (economic and social aspects
of sustainability).
Industrial robots—as environmentally friendly, energy-efficient and innovative technologies—have the capability to significantly increase productivity, which results
in reductions in specific production costs, including labor costs, energy costs, etc.
The application of energy-efficient robots causes higher utilization of resources,
energy-saving and less environmental damage (environmental and economic aspects
of sustainability).
There are several industrial tasks for which industrial robots are more suitable than
human workers, because the conditions of some workplaces can be hazardous for
workers (e.g., chemical, ergonomic or physical hazards) and the safety of all workers
has become a priority (social and economic aspects of sustainability) [12,13].

Efficient and sustainable production means that the manufactured final products have
to be competitive, cost-effective, energy-efficient and material-efficient, and produced by
innovative, energy-saving and environmentally friendly technologies [14–17] in safe and
healthy workplaces; furthermore, the reuse and recycling of wastes must be provided for.
In the existing literature, there are a lot of publications that discuss the Industry 4.0
concept as a new paradigm in the industrial sector. The main elements of this concept
are industrial robots because the robot arms are quite possibly the most valuable tools
due to their efficiency and flexibility. Different algorithms aim to optimize the robot
arms’ trajectory, taking into consideration the main industrial aims, i.e., shorter lead
time, higher productivity, higher quality of final products, sustainable production, safer
workplaces, etc. [18–20].
The main task of the trajectory planning is how the industrial robot can find an optimal or quasi-optimal trajectory among many possibilities, because the optimal trajectory
provides the highest productivity [21]. Several articles deal with reducing cycle time and
increasing velocity [22,23]; other papers focus on smoothness and maintaining the stability
of the system during the task execution [24,25]. It can be concluded, based on the recent
literature, that the most often used objective functions applied to optimize the trajectory of
industrial robots are the minimization of cycle time, minimization of energy, minimization
of jerk, etc., but sometimes the optimization can be multi-objective [26].
There are a lot of different types of algorithms used for path planning of robot arms [24,27].
For example, exact and adaptive roadmap algorithms aim to define the robot search space.
Cell decomposition algorithm subdivides the workspace into small cells [28–30]. Tree Search
algorithm can be applied to re-order the task planning as pick and place, taking into
consideration the cost of completeness and high-resolution discretization [31]. Artificial
potential algorithms aim to create optimal path by avoiding obstacles [32]. Several meth-
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ods are available in the existing literature for optimization of robot arms’ path planning,
which are the following: e.g., Fuzzy Logic control [33], Neural Networks [34], Genetic
Algorithms [35], Ant Colony Optimization [36] and Simulated Annealing [37] methods.
Furthermore, there are also several searching algorithms applied to find the optimal path,
i.e., Dijkstra [38], A* [39] and Tabu Search (TS) algorithms. The most commonly used
searching algorithm is the Tabu Search optimization algorithm [40], which is introduced in
detail in Section 2.1.
Based on the synthesis of the existing literature, it can be concluded that a lot of
optimization algorithms are available for the trajectory optimization. However, there
cannot be found an algorithm that is more effective than the Tabu Search Algorithm—which
was applied earlier by the authors—to determine more precisely the optimal motion path
of the robot arm in order to further reduce the cycle time and utilize the joints’ torque more
efficiently. This kind of algorithm is very important in practice, because the minimization
of a robot arm’s motion cycle time results in significant increase in productivity and thus
a reduction in specific production costs.
On the other hand, based on the recent literature, it can be also concluded that
the motion path planning and the trajectory optimization are discussed separately in
the publications. Therefore, publications present different methods and algorithms both for
determination of the optimal motion path and optimization of the robot arm trajectory [27].
Consequently, there cannot be found any algorithm in the literature that solves the two
main tasks—the trajectory optimization and the path planning tasks—simultaneously.
Therefore, the motivation of our research was to elaborate a new metaheuristic algorithm, which can fulfill the above mentioned requirements at the same time.
Thus, the primary aim of the research was to elaborate a new Hybrid Algorithm which
can determine that path with the globally minimal cycle time between the starting and ending points, avoiding given obstacles. The other aim of the research was that the elaborated
Hybrid Algorithm can solve both the trajectory optimization task and the path planning
task in an integrated form simultaneously in an acceptable calculation time.
The newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm is based on the Tabu Search Algorithm and
also using two added methods—Point Insertion and Grid Refinement methods—simultaneously to determine the optimal motion path of the robot arm more precisely. The Hybrid
Algorithm selects that trajectory from the space of possible trajectories with the smallest
cycle time, providing a quasi-optimal global solution. Thus, the essence of the new Hybrid
Algorithm is to find the globally optimal path of a robot arm end effector, starting from
a simple trajectory between two given points constructed using cubic spline. The path
is interpolated from the starting point to the ending point, passing by some inner points.
From this curve, the Hybrid Algorithm converges and finds the globally optimal curve by
refining the trajectory. Thus, the algorithm searches for the best trajectory in the space of
trajectories in order to identify the one with the globally minimal cycle time.
The optimization of the robot arm’s trajectory by the application of the new Hybrid
Algorithm results in an even further reduction in cycle time and more efficient utilization
of joint torque compared to the individual application of the Tabu Search method. Furthermore, the Hybrid Algorithm also provides that obstacles can be avoided in the workspace
during the refinement of robot arm trajectories. Therefore, this new algorithm is even
more effective than applying the Tabu Search Algorithm alone and results in even higher
improvement of efficiency.
In Section 2 of this article, we introduce the methodology of our newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm, describing the main features of this combined method. Then, the essence
and the procedure of the new algorithm are presented in 2D in order to better understand
the process. In Section 3, we present a case study on optimization of robot arm trajectory
by the application of the Hybrid Algorithm, which is executed using MATLAB software
by creating a dynamic model of an RV-2AJ Mitsubishi robot arm which has 5 degrees of
freedom (5R). A MATLAB-Simulink function can determine the torque for every joint while
the robot arm effector runs the given trajectory.
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The efficiency of the new algorithm was validated by a case study in which a 32%
shorter motion cycle time resulted due to the application of the Hybrid Algorithm.
The main contribution of the research is the elaboration of a new Hybrid Algorithm
which can define the quasi-optimal path that has the lowest cycle time between two given
points, avoiding obstacles. The new algorithm results in an even further reduction in cycle
time and more efficient utilization of joint torque compared to the individual application
of the Tabu Search method by minimization of robot arm motion cycle times and optimal
utilization of the joints’ torque. Furthermore, the Hybrid Algorithm also solves the two
main tasks—both the trajectory optimization and the path planning tasks—in an integrated
form, simultaneously.
The minimization of motion cycle time causes a significant increase in productivity,
which means that more final products can be manufactured in a given time interval. It
results in the reduction of specific production costs and thereby the reduction of the final
products’ cost. It can be summarized that the efficiency improvement results in cost saving
for the enterprises. The companies can spend this cost saving on further development and
invest in environmentally friendly, energy-efficient technologies and equipment which can
further improve the sustainability in the production.
2. Materials and Methods
One of the main pillars of the Industry 4.0 concept is industrial robots due to their
high efficiency and precision. The most important task in robotics is the trajectory planning of robot arms, because the optimal trajectory provides the highest productivity of
the industrial robots. There are different terminologies discussed in the literature related
to motion planning for industrial robots [41,42]. The motion planning research field can
be grouped into two main concepts: path planning and optimal trajectory planning. Path
planning refers to a series of defined positions that are created for execution by the robot
end effector, considering the avoidance of obstacles in the workspace (e.g., machine, workstation, etc.) [22,43]. Trajectory planning refers to the result of path planning execution
where further parameters of the motion must be defined, i.e., position, velocity, acceleration
and sometimes the jerk variable, etc. [24,27].
The trajectory optimization determines that joint torque functions for every joint
that—applying them parallel—results in the lowest motion time for executing the motion
along the given path. In the trajectory optimization process the joint torque limits are
the usual constraints that can be taken into account in the solution of this dynamic
problem. The optimized torque control for a given path will result in minimal cycle time,
but the energy minimum and the minimal jerk is not guaranteed. Generally, it is possible,
that a more suitable motion path is available between the starting and ending points,
avoiding given obstacles. To find this optimal path means to determine the best path
among those that have the lowest cycle time for their given path due to the optimized
dynamic conditions.
It is well known that the motion control of industrial robots in the industry is traditional, where the controller is a black box that uses the necessary input data and provides
output data for the robot in order to execute the adequate trajectory. Typically, researchers
plan a trajectory that combines multiple points for the industrial robot arm using different
splines, e.g., B spline, cubic spline, trigonometric spline or Bezier spline [44]. The constructed trajectory can be executed in joint space known as free space which presents
the limited space for executing motion by angular displacements of each joint of a robotic
link. The following conditions should be taken into consideration related to the workspace
of the robots: the singularity of the robot, the velocity and the torque of the robot arms,
length of the robot arm, position and orientation of the end effector, etc. [45]. The conditions for task space are mostly based on the avoidance of obstacles and the precision
required [46].
The most important task of the trajectory planning is how the industrial robot can
define an optimal or quasi-optimal trajectory among many alternatives [21,27].
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The newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm simultaneously combines the Tabu Search
Algorithm, the Point Insertion and Grid Refinement methods, primarily in order to determine the optimal path between two given points that has the lowest cycle time, and ensure
that the obstacles can be avoided.
The conception of the new Hybrid Algorithm is to find the globally optimal path
of a robot arm end effector starting from a simple trajectory between two given points
constructed using cubic spline. The path is interpolated from the starting point to the ending point passing by some inner points. From this curve, the algorithm converges and
finds the globally optimal curve by refining the trajectory in order to minimize the motion cycle time. For this, the algorithm generates different candidate splines as possible
trajectories and determines the lowest cycle time for every mentioned trajectory with
the whip-lashing algorithm [47]. During the motion path optimization, in searching
for the globally optimal trajectory, the objective function is also the minimal cycle time.
The Hybrid Algorithm searches for the best trajectory in the space of trajectories—where
the trajectory is the lowest—using the cycle time of every candidate trajectory, trying to
identify the one with the globally minimal cycle time. The algorithm also ensures that
the obstacles can be avoided in the workspace during the refinement of robot trajectories.
The other advantage of the Hybrid Algorithm is that it can solve the path planning
and trajectory optimization in an integrated form simultaneously, which is a very complex dual-purpose task. This duality was emphasized also by Balkan, T. [48]: “Optimal
trajectory planning problem can be divided into two sub-problems. Namely planning a geometric path that accomplishes the desired task while avoiding collisions with obstacles.
Then tracking this geometric path optimally by finding optimal velocity and associated
torque/force profiles along this path. So an optimal control problem can be treated as
an optimal trajectory planning problem, if a prescribed path is to be followed”.
Thus, the new Hybrid Algorithm solves both the global path planning geometrical
task, determining the best spline path, and the dynamic task of the trajectory optimization,
using maximal allowed joint torques at the same time.
It can be concluded that Hybrid Algorithm has to apply to provide the global quasioptimal solution in an acceptable calculation time. The new algorithm integrates, on
the one hand, the search power of the Tabu Search Algorithm for selection of the optimal
trajectory from the space of possible trajectories with the smallest cycle time. On the other
hand, the algorithm utilizes the successive approximation of the Point Insertion and Grid
Refinement algorithmic technologies to determine the optimal motion path of the robot
arm more precisely.
2.1. Tabu Search Algorithm Overview
The Tabu Search Algorithm was introduced for the first time by Fred Glover in
1986 [49], with the aim to solve combinatorial optimization and local optimal search
problems and provide global optimum. It is a meta-heuristic that directs a local heuristic
search method to explore the solution space beyond local optimality [50]. The Tabu Search
Algorithm is an adaptive strategy with the ability to include many other methods, thus
avoiding the limitations of local optimality. The algorithm is characterized by short- and
long-term memories that help to create flexible search behavior and allow the solution
space to be searched economically and effectively. The basic idea is inspired by research
techniques used in Artificial Intelligence and consists of keeping track of the past history of
the research process in one or more memories named a tabu list and using this information
to guide its future progress and avoid getting stuck in local optima (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Tabu Search flow chart.

3. Results—Hybrid Algorithm for Optimization of Robot Arm’s Trajectory
The Hybrid Algorithm searches for the best trajectory in the space of trajectories
using the cycle time of every trajectory, trying to identify the one with the minimal cycle
time. The goal of our newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm is more precisely to find
the quasi-optimal trajectory of the robot end effector motion between two given points S
and E. The optimality criterion is the minimal cycle time; that is, the traveling time on this
quasi-optimal trajectory. The Hybrid Algorithm generates different candidate splines as
possible trajectories and determines the cycle time for every mentioned trajectory, applying
a previously elaborated cycle time minimization algorithm f = f (spline). This iterative
algorithm has been introduced in a detailed manner in connection with the whip-lashing
theory [47] and can determine the lowest cycle time for traveling a given trajectory utilizing
the possible maximal torques of the robot arm joints, taking into account the different
torque limits for every joint. The core of this iterative minimization method is a MATLABSimulink function [51], which can determine the torque = torque(time) function for every
joint while the robot arm effector runs the given trajectory. In this paper, this fairly complex
and time consuming iterative algorithm is referred to as f = f (spline) or simply f (), because
here, only its result, the lowest cycle time of running the spline trajectory, is necessary for
the Hybrid Algorithm.
The hybrid characteristics of the Hybrid Algorithm originate from the applied three
methods of generation of the mentioned candidate splines: the Tabu Search (TS), the Point
Insertion (PI) and the Grid Refinement (GR). The Hybrid Algorithm is based on the Tabu
Search Algorithm, but for providing greater precision in limited calculation time, it simultaneously uses further two methods—Point Insertion and Grid Refinement—to find
the quasi-optimal motion path of the robot arm.
To find that trajectory where the optimality criterion is the shortest cycle time is not
easy among the infinity possible variants of trajectories between the given starting (S) and
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ending (E) points. The Hybrid Algorithm applies the combinatorial optimization method,
one sort of metaheuristics using discretization of the search space. It means that instead
of the continuous 3D space, it uses a 3D grid matrix of the space points and the splines of
the trajectories fit on the selected points of this grid. If the grid is fine enough, meaning
the grid steps are small enough, the found quasi-optimal trajectory spline can approximate
the optimal solution of continuous 3D space with a practically acceptable small difference,
with a negligible larger cycle time. Using such a fine grid and the Tabu Search Algorithm
for finding this quasi-optimal trajectory is theoretically possible, but in reality, because of
the combinatorial nature of the task, the needed time for the solution is huge and practically
unacceptable. Therefore, the application of the Tabu Search Algorithm alone is not suitable.
To resolve the aforementioned problem, a dynamically refined grid is applied, which
starts with a large enough grid step and the grid is refined as the process progresses.
Another parameter of the mentioned trajectory spline based on Tabu Search Algorithm is
the number of inner grid points that holds the interpolating spline. Because the amount of
the neighbor splines of the actual spline in the optimization process depends exponentially
on the number of internal spline grid points, the limitation of this number is crucial to obtain
a practically applicable heuristic algorithm that can provide a good quasi-optimal solution
in acceptable running time. Considering these two very hard limitation parameters—grid
resolution and number of inner spline points—a successive iteration method that tunes
itself depending on the progress of the search process is formulated. As the number of
inner spline points has an exponential effect on the running time of calculating the locally
best neighbor trajectory, this parameter was chosen to increase less often and used as
the terminating parameter. In this paper, the word “spline” will be used instead of
“trajectory” or “trajectory spline” because of the geometric nature of the algorithm.
The essence of the Hybrid Algorithm and its main characteristics that it is a Tabu
Search-based optimization method in a 3D grid with interpolated point (waypoint) insertion, plus grid step halving. The algorithm starts with a spline beginning from the start
point S and finishing at the endpoint E, fitted on a few inner interpolated points located
on grid points of a 3D grid with a relatively large grid step. Then, a double embedded
c (c (TS → PI) → GR) cycle structure starts—the global function c means a cycle with
the cycle core between brackets—and it includes a c (TS → PI) cycle, where TS means
Tabu Search and PI abbreviates Point Insertion, which is when a new interpolated point is
inserted, halving a selected segment of the spline. GR means Grid Refinement.
The c (TS → PI) cycle finishes when the last PI is unable to find a better spline. In
such case, the last point insertion is cancelled. Then, GR follows, which halves the grid
step. This halving finishes the core of the outer cycle. The outer cycle repeats its core until
the process stops. Several terminating conditions can be imagined, e.g., the upper limit of
the number of interpolated points.
The requirement that the splines must fit on grid points was our strategy for limiting
the search space and representing it in a simple manner; the use of a grid also allows us to
precisely optimize the trajectory by using the easy grid refinement process.
3.1. Tabu Search Based Hybrid Algorithm
To avoid combinatorial explosion of the number of splines in the searched space,
the Hybrid Algorithm uses Point Insertion (PI) and Grid Refinement (GR) processes in
addition to Tabu Search (TS), as shown in Figure 2, instead of using TS alone. The figure
presents the main Hybrid Algorithm flow chart for refining the trajectory. The main flow
chart includes two sub-procedures; the first one relates to the Tabu Search method while
the second is the Point Insertion. The GR for grid step halving is presented as a simple algorithmic envelope that halves the grid step value. The flowchart mirrors the previously mentioned nested structure of two cycles, the outer GR cycle and the inner (TS → PI) cycle: c (c
(TS → PI) → GR).
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Figure 2. Tabu Search-based Hybrid Algorithm for trajectory optimization.

3.1.1. Tabu Search Algorithm in Details
The control points of splines are Pi (Xi , Yi , Zi ) general grid points given by Xi , Yi ,
Zi coordinates in the 3D volume of the robot arm working area V. Some regions of this
3D space can be excluded to handle obstacles that must be avoided by the moved object.
Such restrictions may also be handled by the suggested optimization method but need
additional algorithmic steps not shown here.
TS uses six neighbor grid points—Gi,1 (X i − gs, Y i , Zi ), Gi,2 (X i − gs, Y i , Zi ), Gi,3 (X i ,
Y i − gs, Zi ), Gi,4 (X i , Y i + gs, Zi ), Gi,5 (X i , Y i , Zi − gs), Gi,6 (X i , Y i , Zi + gs)—of every inner
interpolated Pi spline-point, where gs is the actual grid step, as Figure 3 shows.
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Figure 3. Neighbor spline generation through the neighbor grid points of the inner grid points of the actual spline.

The search is executed in the space of non-tabu splines that are fitted on the 7N−2
variants of the neighboring grid points and the (N − 2) inner grid points of the previous
spline. The TS cycle continues as long as the stopping criterion allows. When the actual TS
finishes, it has found a trajectory between S and E points having quasi-optimal ct cycle time.
However, this trajectory is far from the global optimum, very likely because of the large
gs grid step and small number N of holder points. To provide a better approximation of
the optimal trajectory, incrementing the N number of holder points or halving the gs grid
step is necessary before restarting TS from the last quasi-optimal trajectory. The repetition
of TS results in better approximation of the global optima in most cases.
The flowchart of TS subroutine is shown in Figure 4. The flowchart visualizes
the working steps. The actual state (trajectory) (n), the best state among non-tabu neighbor
states (n_LocalBest), and the best state found so far (n_GlobalBest) are records, storing
the spline and the cycle time of the corresponding trajectory.
1.

2.

Let the initial state be n (storing a starting spline, whose ct is a large value, e.g.,
1E20); let the best state found so far be n_GlobalBest, initialized by the value of n;
let the TabuList be initialized with an empty list, so TabuList length tll is equal to 0;
let the max value of tll be equal tllmax = 80 (this max value can be modified based
on running experience); let the counter of false comparisons be cfc = 0, max value
cfcmax = 80 (this max value can also be modified based on running experience); let
the cycle variable k be initialized to 1; and let the maximum value of cycle variable
kmax be 10,000.
If the stop criterion is met, return to the n_GlobalBest state, and stop.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Otherwise, let n_LocalBest be equal to the state having the minimal cycle time ctmin
among the f () = ct values of neighbor states of n, excluding the states of the TabuList.
Update the TabuList with n state and let n new value be equal to n_LocalBest.
If (n_LocalBest.ct < n_GlobalBest.ct), then n_GlobalBest = n_LocalBest and cfc = 0;
otherwise, let the counter of false comparisons be cfc = cfc + 1.
Increment the cycle variable k and repeat from step 2.
Some remarks on the algorithm:

•

•

•

•
•

A state is a record (structure) containing:

− the spline from S to E through the actual internal control grid points P1 ,· · · ,
Pi ,· · · , PN represented by N interpolated grid points (control points) in vector
Vspline; and
− the cycle time ct = f (spline) of traveling a trajectory—represented by the spline—is
determined using the same f () iterative algorithm that was used to determine
the minimal cycle time in whip-lashing theory [47].
The TabuList is a vector of those tabu states that have been traversed in the search
process in the last tll searching steps, where tll is the TabuList length. The state
n_LocalBest among the non-tabu local neighbor states whose cycle time was the minimal ctmin is inserted in the beginning of the TabuList in the TabuList actualization
step. The TabuList length is checked after insertion and if it is longer then tllmax, it is
cut back to tllmax.
The stop criterion includes three conditions:
− k > kmax; OR
− all neighbor states are included in the TabuList (no state to step in); OR
− counter of the number of (n_GlobalBest.ct > n_LocalBest.ct) = false comparisons
number cfc reaches cfcmax. (The local bests did not give a new global best in
many checks.)
The checking of the tabu condition can be simplified by handling the spline content of
the used states only; the ct cycle time can be ignored.
For the real robot, not every grid point will be used (e.g., at the border of the motion
area or near obstacles), so not every neighbor state can be generated. (In the first
version of the program, we supposed that the progress of the algorithm would not
touch such non-existing splines.)
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Figure 4. Flow chart of Tabu Search subroutine. Red marks are variables, green marks are preset
constants in the flow chart. Bolded words are the main steps of the subroutine.

3.1.2. Point Insertion Method in Details
The second part of the inner (TS → PI) cycle inserts a new interpolated point. The new
point is generated as one of the halving points of the (N − 1) spline segments between
spline interpolated points. Instead of such a halving spline point, the closest grid point is
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taken. That grid point is selected from the (N − 1) candidates, which results in the best
spline, i.e., the spline having the smallest cycle time. Figure 5 shows the PI subroutine.

Figure 5. Flow chart of the Point Insertion subroutine.

3.1.3. Grid Refinement Method in Details
The last step of the Hybrid Algorithm outer cycle core in Figure 2 halves the grid
step gs. As gs is one of the parameters of TS and PI, the refined value will take effect in
the continuation of the search process.
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The Hybrid Algorithm tries to solve the task with the minimum interpolated points
and with the largest grid step. The termination condition is N maximum value, because N
has an exponential effect on running time.
The goal of using Point Insertion is to produce more fitting splines, but the use of only
a few points in the beginning speeds up the search and prevents combinatorial explosion
of the calculation time. The goal of using Grid Refinement is similar, and the use of a grid
makes calculations easy.
3.2. Demonstration of Tabu Search Based Hybrid Optimization Algorithm in 2D
This section will demonstrate the working of the algorithm in two dimensions to
make it easier to follow the working steps and their effect. The working of the c (c
(TS → PI) → GR) algorithm shown in Figure 6 supposes that the searched optimal
trajectory’s spline is the one marked with wide red line. The starting spline, marked 1, has
N = 3 interpolated points, and thus one inner point.

Figure 6. Tabu Search-based Hybrid Optimization Algorithm demonstration steps in 2D.

Then, the Hybrid Algorithm starts. The blue splines numbered 2, 3 and 4 show
the progress of the first running of TS algorithm (simplified).
As there is no better spline fitting on neighboring grid points, the PI point insertion
follows. The 5-5 spline marked with brown is the result of the PI point insertion. Then,
the TS begins again starting from the 5-5 spline and progressing through the 6-6 and 7-7
brown splines.
Then, the TS terminates because there is no better spline with two inner points. The PI
point insertion tries to insert a third inner point on the grid, but these trials do not result
in a better spline. Thus, the c (TS → PI) cycle finishes and the GR grid refinement halves
the grid step. Then, the c (TS → PI) cycle starts again using the 7-7 spline as the starting
spline and the TS runs. It finds the 8-8 green spline and terminates because there is no
better spline fitting on the neighboring points. The PI point insertion tries to insert a point
on the refined grid, but the terminating limit of N < 5 does not allow N to be incremented
to 5.
Based on the synthesis of the existing literature, the authors discovered two gaps
during the literature review of the research topic.
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1.

A lot of optimization methods and algorithms are available in the literature for trajectory optimization [27–40,42,49,50], but there cannot be found any algorithm which
combines the Tabu Search Algorithm, the Point Insertion and the Grid Refinement
methods simultaneously. The newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm integrates, on
the one hand, the search power of Tabu Search Algorithm [40,49,50] for the selection
of the optimal trajectory from the space of possible trajectories that has the smallest
cycle time. On the other hand, the Hybrid Algorithm utilizes the successive approximation of the Point Insertion and Grid Refinement algorithmic technologies to
determine the optimal motion path of the robot arm more precisely [42].

Therefore, the primary aim of our research was to elaborate the Hybrid Algorithm
to determine more precisely the optimal motion path of the robot arm in order to further
reduce the cycle time and utilize the joints’ torque more efficiently avoiding given obstacles.
The significance of the new algorithm is the minimization of robot arms’ motion cycle
time, resulting in a significant increase in productivity. The newly elaborated Hybrid
Algorithm is even more effective than applying Tabu Search method alone and results in
even higher efficiency improvement. The efficiency of the Hybrid Algorithm was validated
by a case study.
2.

Based on the synthesis of the existing literature, it can also be concluded that in
the literature, the motion path planning and the trajectory optimization are discussed
separately [27,48,52]. Different methods and algorithms are introduced in publications
for the determination of the optimal motion path and the optimization of the robot
arm trajectory. Although a lot of optimization algorithms are available [28–40], there
cannot be found any algorithm which solves the two main tasks—both the trajectory
optimization and the path planning tasks—in an integrated form simultaneously.

Therefore, the other aim of our research was for the elaborated new Hybrid Algorithm
to solve both the trajectory optimization task and the path planning task in an integrated
form at the same time.
Consequently, the newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm is an absolutely novel optimization algorithm and fills the two above-mentioned gaps in the literature.
4. Discussion—Application of the Hybrid Algorithm for Optimization of Robot Arms’
Trajectory, Case Study
In order to test the elaborated Hybrid Algorithm, geometric and dynamic parameters
of a Mitsubishi RV-2AJ robot arm are applied. MATLAB Simulink is used for the program
and the necessary dynamic simulation. We imported the mechanical structure—sizes of
links, number of joints, rotation axes, etc.—of an RV-2AJ robot arm, and then we configured
its inverse kinematic by writing a short program in MATLAB script. The Hybrid Algorithm
uses the f (spline) cycle time determination algorithm that can provide the least time for
travelling a given trajectory, utilizing as much joint torques as possible. That algorithm
starts from a large cycle time value and decreases it in each iteration as long as the maximum
torque for robot joints does not exceed the allowable torque value. The algorithm stops
when the torque of one of the joints exceeds the allowable torque according to the given
parameters, and the value of cycle time for the preceding step is stored as the least cycle
time ct [47].
4.1. Parameters of the Optimization Task
The achievement of the algorithm is based on different inputs as presented in the following:

•

•

The RV-2AJ robot arm’s kinematic and dynamic properties.

− The robot arm working space V, so the limiting surfaces of those points that can
be reached by the gripper of the robot arm;
− Vector of maximal allowed torques aT for every joint J of the robot arm.
The object O to be conveyed.
− The mass m of the O conveyed object;
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•

•

− The vector v that points from the gripper coordinate-system origin to the mass
center of the conveyed object.
Starting parameters.
− The searched trajectory at the initial moment:
1.
The number N of the trajectory interpolated points including S and E
(N > 2);
2.
(Xi , Yi , Zi ) coordinates of the trajectory interpolated points in a P(Xi , Yi , Zi )
matrix (i = 1 . . . N), where the coordinates of the starting point
S = P(Xi , Yi , Zi ), ending point E = P(XN , YN , ZN ) and trajectory inner
points (i = 2 . . . N − 1).
− Starting grid step gs.
Stopping parameters.
− Stopping criteria of Tabu Search;
− Stopping criteria of the points number incrementation cycle.

4.2. Hybrid Algorithm Realization
The algorithm realization and execution were carried out in MATLAB software by
entering the necessary input arguments for each block from the organigram and writing
an optimal code script. Figure 7 describes the results of the Hybrid Algorithm execution
for all iterations, starting from the first trajectory until the final one. To observe clearly
the trajectories obtained, the result is presented in different views, where the first trajectory
is presented in purple and the final trajectory in red, while the iterations between them are
presented in blue, and points are presented in black.

Figure 7. Hybrid Algorithm execution for all iterations.
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To see the iteration of the algorithm more precisely and study the nature of trajectories
obtained, we plotted only the best iterations where the n_GlobalBest was actualized in
the complex search process, starting from the initial trajectory until the final trajectory, with
their minimum cycle times, as presented in Figure 8. The figure presents the series of best
candidate trajectories explored by the Hybrid Algorithm. We can see that the algorithm
progresses well, and it could converge and find the quasi-optimal trajectory among many
possibilities, beginning with a starting trajectory which includes three points (Starting point,
First inner point, Ending point). This trajectory was initialized in the input arguments
of the code script. From this trajectory, the algorithm starts to converge to the quasioptimal one using TS optimization based on the evolving of the neighboring non-tabu
splines of previous spline. A neighbor spline passes over one of the neighbor points of
the first inner point, thus creating a trajectory. Neighbor splines are created first using
the set of neighboring points, then the algorithm calculates the cycle time for each of
them. By comparing the values of cycle times for the neighboring non-tabu candidate
splines, the local optimum spline for the next step is selected. The neighborhood represents
the locality of the TS algorithm.

Figure 8. The best candidate trajectories executed by the Hybrid Algorithm. The point P2 presents the convergence of the first
inner point, the points P3 and P4 are created by Point Insertion method during the execution of the Hybrid Algorithm.

As was mentioned in the introductory part of this section, each cycle time for a given
spline is a minimal cycle time for that spline determined with a borrowed, not detailed
algorithm, utilizing the limits of the joint torques.
Tabu Search converges to the global best trajectory, as presented in Figure 8. The algorithm goes from starting trajectory to best trajectory, overwriting the n_GlobalBest for
the first time, since the minimum cycle time for this trajectory ctmin = 2.59 (s) is smaller
than the starting one which has ctmin = 5.5 (s), so from our first glimpse at its operation,
we remark that the algorithm optimizes the cycle time by a great percentage.
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By completing the same process, the algorithm converges to the second best trajectory
for the second time, then third best trajectory, where the number of points included in these
trajectories N = 3; as we can see, the minimum cycle time in each iteration becomes shorter:
for the third round, the value of the cycle time for the best trajectory is ctmin = 1.81 (s).
From the best trajectory in the fourth round, the algorithm completes this Tabu Search
period—finding the best trajectory that can be created with three points—and then jumps
to the second method (Point Insertion) by inserting the second inner point in the trajectory,
and the process of Tabu Search starts working again to find a fifth best trajectory, which
includes four points and its minimum cycle time is ctmin = 1.78 (s). By iterating another
time, the TS algorithm finishes with a sixth trajectory which results in an unacceptable cycle
time compared to the previous values; therefore, the second method is applied by inserting
the third inner point in the trajectory, but stops here due to the condition of the number
point limit N = 5. The algorithm did not go to the third method, which is grid refinement
in this case, because we reached the limit of N. Thus, the algorithm executed the final
n_GlobalBest state’s trajectory with ctmin = 1.75 (s).
From this process, we can confirm that the Hybrid Algorithm can find a quasi-optimal
trajectory starting with a random one by converging to the best trajectory with minimum
cycle time value. Unfortunately, the static figures do not display the dynamic behavior
of the robot motion, so we have to describe in words that the best trajectory track begins
with a steeply sloping section where the gravitational force helps to accelerate the links
of the robot arm and the second finishing part of the track utilizes this motion energy to
accomplish the track very speedily. This interesting motion, which reminds us of the robot
arm motion analyzed in whip-lashing theory [47], seems to be effective in providing high
speed and small cycle time when travelling a route between two given points. (It is
also very similar to the motion of the carriage on the first part of a rollercoaster track in
an amusement park.)
The primary aim of the research was to elaborate a new Hybrid Algorithm that is more
effective than the Tabu Search Algorithm alone, because the Hybrid Algorithm determines
more precisely the optimal motion path of the robot arm in order to further reduce the cycle
time and utilize more efficiently the joints’ torque.
During the trajectory optimization, the new Hybrid Algorithm searches for the globally
optimal path of a robot arm end effector starting from a simple trajectory generated between
the given starting point (S) and the ending point (E). The first inner point is arbitrary
generated between the given S and E points. The starting trajectory is defined by the cubic
spline function of the MATLAB software. From this curve, the Hybrid Algorithm converges
and finds the globally optimal curve by refining the trajectory. Thus, the Hybrid Algorithm
tries to find a better inner point that replaces the first inner point. It is the best trajectory.
After this, the Hybrid Algorithm continues the searching for the best trajectory in the space
of trajectories in order to provide the globally minimal cycle time; in the case study, this is
from the first best trajectory to the final best, which is the seventh best trajectory.
If we would like to compare the efficiency of the Hybrid Algorithm to the application
of the Tabu Search Algorithm, we only have to compare the simulation results. The best
trajectory (ctmin = 2.59 (s) cycle time) is the result of the individual application of the Tabu
Search Algorithm which is the part of the Hybrid Algorithm. On the contrary, the final best
trajectory (ctmin = 1.75 (s) cycle time) is the final result of the application of the Hybrid Algorithm which is the integration of the Tabu Search Algorithm, the Point Insertion method
and the Grid Refinement method. The comparison between the application of the Tabu
Search Algorithm and the Hybrid Algorithm is presented by the comparison between
the cycle times of these two trajectories generated by the two algorithms. The efficiency
of the Hybrid Algorithm was validated by the case study, showing that application of
the new Hybrid Algorithm resulted in 32% shorter motion cycle time.
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4.3. Case Study for Joints Torque Function Regarding Starting and Final Best Trajectories
This section deals with another subject, namely the working of the f (spline) function
borrowed from the whip-lashing theory that determines the lowest cycle time for a given
trajectory. As was mentioned earlier, the f (spline) function is a part of the core of Hybrid
Algorithm but here, in this section introducing its dynamic simulation aspect, we refer to
the concept of whip-lashing theory at a minimum, because we would like the reader to
understand the dynamic simulation which results in the cycle time ct for a given trajectory.
It is an iteration method based on the torque of the joints, maximally utilizing the allowable
torque. This iteration method in the f (spline) function can repeatedly simulate a trajectory
running with successively decreased cycle times and finally, as a result, it gives the least
cycle time (ct) for that trajectory. Additionally, it is capable of showing the change in
the joints’ torque along the trajectory as a torque = torque(time) function. The simulation
model built in MATLAB Simulink environment is presented in Figure 9 with its block
diagram, where different sub-blocks are described as follows:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Trajectory block includes the inverse kinematic solution for the different position
points connected using the spline function;
RV-2AJ arm block includes the mechanical structure of the RV-2AJ robot arm with its
given parameters and configuration;
Torque cost function block produces the dot product of the torque matrix with its
transpose, and this result can be used in the rare case that Tabu Search finds two
or more trajectories with the same least cycle time, so it will choose the best one by
comparing them by the minimum torque cost value;
aT block describes the vector of allowable torques for each joint of the RV-2AJ
robot arm;
mT block describes the maximum torque in the iteration;
Cycle time algorithm presents the core iterative algorithm of the whip-lashing theory
responsible for determining the minimum cycle time (ct);
TM (i)(j)block presents the vector of joints torque for each moment from the simulation;
Joint torque visualization presents a scoop block that visualizes the joint
torque diagrams.

Figure 9. The block diagram for cycle time determination.
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The main result of running the program based on this block diagram was the cycle time
and the visualization of the torque functions, where these functions help us to understand
the behavior of the simulation and the behavior of the robot along the trajectory.
Running the simulation of the block diagram in a Simulink environment, RV-2AJ will
behave according to the algorithm, and the appearing Mechanics Explorers window shows
the dynamic simulation, as presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Dynamic simulation of different trajectories in the Mechanics Explorer from different views.

Figure 10 presents more given trajectories. The simulations of trajectory execution
introduce the robot motion dynamics and picture their different cycle times.
In the last part of this section, we present the last shoot of two iterations when the whiplashing algorithm produced the least cycle time for the starting trajectory and final best
trajectory (see Figure 8 also). The torque = torque(time) functions for these two trajectories
and for four joints are shown in Figure 11. The very quick changes of the curves at the start
are additionally enlarged in the diagrams.
Figure 11 illustrates the joint torque variation for starting and final paths with their
minimum cycle time values ct = 5.5 (s) and ct = 1.75 (s). The figure includes four subfigures; each sub-figure presents a joint (Waist-Shoulder-Elbow-Wrist) and every sub-figure
describes the torque function for two different splines and the allowable torque value
aT for such a joint. The purpose of this figure is to show that reaching the allowable
torque happens for different joints for the different splines, whereas for the first trajectory,
the reaching of allowable torque is in the Waist joint with ct = 5.5 (s) and aT_1 = 15 (N·m)
colored in brown; for the final trajectory, allowable torque is reached in the Shoulder joint
with ct = 1.75 (s) and aT_2 = 35 (N·m) with the blue broken line.
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Figure 11. Joint torque variation for starting (first) trajectory and final best trajectory with their minimum cycle time values
ct = 5.5 (s) and ct = 1.75 (s).

The Hybrid Algorithm based on Tabu Search is a freshly elaborated optimization
technique which aims to refine the motion trajectory executed by a robot arm. We can
conclude from the analysis of the Hybrid Algorithm that it selects the trajectory from
the space of possible trajectories with the smallest cycle time, and the cycle times are
determined by applying dynamic simulations such as those introduced by the torque
diagrams shown in Figure 11.
5. Conclusions and Future Research
(1)

The findings and the results of the research and their applicability are the following:

•

•

•

•

The authors elaborated a new Hybrid Algorithm for the optimization of a robot
arm’s trajectory. This Hybrid Algorithm is based on the Tabu Search Algorithm and also uses two added methods—Point Insertion and Grid Refinement
methods—simultaneously to determine that trajectory of the robot arm from
the space of possible trajectories with the lowest cycle time between two given
points, avoiding obstacles.
The optimization of the robot arm’s trajectory by the application of the newly
elaborated Hybrid Algorithm results in an even further reduction in cycle time
and more efficient utilization of joints’ torque compared to the individual application of the Tabu Search Algorithm.
Due to further reduction in the cycle time, the application of the new Hybrid
Algorithm results in even higher efficiency improvement and provides a greater
contribution to sustainable production compared to the individual application
of the Tabu Search Algorithm.
The efficiency of the Hybrid Algorithm was validated by a case study in which
32% shorter motion cycle time was obtained by the application of the new algorithm. The application of the Hybrid Algorithm was executed using MATLAB
software by creating a dynamic model of a RV-2AJ Mitsubishi robot arm with
5 degrees of freedom.
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•

•

(2)

The main added values of the research are the following:

•

•

•

(3)

The minimization of motion cycle time causes significant increasing of the productivity in practice, which means that more final products can be produced
in a given time interval. It results in the reduction of specific production costs,
thereby reducing the final product’s cost. It can be concluded that the efficiency
improvement results in cost saving for the production companies.
The enterprises can use this cost saving for further development and can invest
in environmentally friendly, energy-efficient technologies and equipment which
can further improve sustainability in the production. In addition, smaller cycle
times mean less demand against all infrastructure usage, heating and lighting of
the manufacturing shop, standby time of error protection systems or readiness of
special human resources such as troubleshooting teams. The gained time, energy
and workforce can be used in other areas of production.
The main contribution of the research is the elaboration of a new Hybrid Algorithm which can define the quasi-optimal path that has the lowest cycle time
between the starting and ending points, avoiding given obstacles. This new
algorithm results in an even further reduction in cycle time and more efficient
utilization of joint torque compared to the individual application of the Tabu
Search Algorithm.
Further added value of the research is that the newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm can solve the two main tasks—both the path planning task determining
the best motion path and the dynamic task of the trajectory optimization using
maximal allowed joint torques—in an integrated form simultaneously.
The newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm is an absolutely novel optimization
algorithm in the recent literature and fills the previously mentioned gaps in this
research field.

The application of the newly elaborated Hybrid Algorithm for the optimization of
the robot arm’s trajectory has three main ways of contributing to sustainability in
terms of environmental, social and economic aspects:

•

•

•

The industrial robots—as environmentally friendly, energy-efficient and innovative technologies—have the capability to significantly increase productivity.
In addition, the optimization of the robot arm trajectory by the application of
the new Hybrid Algorithm results in an even further reduction in cycle time
compared to the individual application of the Tabu Search Algorithm. Therefore,
the shorter cycle time causes higher productivity. This efficiency improvement
results in reduction of specific production costs (including labor costs, energy
costs, etc.), thereby the reduction of the final product’s cost. The application of
energy-efficient robots causes higher utilization of resources, energy-saving and
less environmental damage.
There are several industrial tasks for which industrial robots are more suitable
than human workers, because the conditions of some workplaces can be hazardous for workers (e.g., chemical, ergonomic or physical hazards) and the safety
of all workers has become a priority.
Generally, the application of industrial robots is required at manufacturing
companies in order to eliminate the lack of decreasing human resources.

In our future research, the Hybrid Algorithm can be improved using local coordinate systems of the interpolated spline points instead of a global grid, which is recently
a limitation. This means that neighboring spline points having equal distances from
the actual spline can be formulated and this distance can be halved in the iteration instead
of the grid step. Additionally, the manually set parameters of the Hybrid Algorithm can
be fine-tuned using Genetic Algorithm in case of frequent use of the algorithm for similar
robot arms. The algorithm can be installed into new generation robot controllers that can
apply it for optimizing any trajectory on the sparsely defined traveling route of the end
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effector. The handling of sets of obstacles is also easy. These research directions will form
the foundation of our future investigations.
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